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I did not in the present case repeat the melancholy proof, which
has so often in my life been forced upon me, how unhappily a
large mixed company are situated, when, altogether left to them-
selves, they have to select the most general and vapid pastimes,
that the fools of the party m£y not want amusement, however it
may fare with those that are not such.
My uncle had arranged it altogether differently. Two or three
marshals, if I may call them so, had been appointed by him: one
of them had charge of providing entertainment for the young.
Dances, excursions, little games, were of his invention, and under
his direction: and as young people take delight in being out of
doors, and do not fear the influences of the air, the garden and
garden-hall had been assigned to them; while some additional
pavilions and galleries had been erected and appended to the
latter, formed of boards and canvas merely, but in such propor-
tions, so elegant and noble, they reminded one of nothing but
stone and marble. How rare is a festivity, in which the person
who invites the guests feels also that it is his duty to provide for
their conveniences and wants of every kind! Hunting and card
parties, short promenades, opportunities for trustful private con-
versations, were afforded the elder persons: and whoever wished
to go earliest to bed was sure to be lodged the farthest from noise.
By this happy order, the space we lived in appeared to be a
little world; and yet, considered narrowly, the castle was not
large ; without an accurate knowledge of it, and without the spirit
of its owner, it would have been impossible to entertain so many
people here, and quarter each according to his humour.
As the aspect of a well-formed person pleases us, so also does
a fair establishment, by means of which the presence of a rational
intelligent mind is manifested. We feel a joy in entering even a
cleanly house, though it may be tasteless in its structure and its
decorations; because it shows us the presence of a person culti-
vated in at least one sense. Doubly pleasing is it therefore, when
from a human dwelling, the spirit of a higher though merely sen-
sual culture speaks to us.
All this was vividly impressed on my observation at my uncle's
castle. I had heard and read much of art; Philo too was a lover
of pictures, and had a fine collection; I^myself had often practised
drawing : but I had been too deeply occupied with my emotions
striving exclusively after the one thing needful, which alone I-was
bent on carrying to perfection; and then such objects of art as I
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